How work with instazood?
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HOW
INSTAZOOD
WORKS

FOLLOW
following is the best way to introduce your page to the others, it means that Instazood bot follows someone
by your Instagram page and that person will come to your page for see who has started to following him/her
and if he/she was interested in your field of activity, he/she would follow you. Of course you can do the same
by your own (as I was doing before create this bot) but how many persons you can follow in a day?! And in
addition for not being blocked by Instagram, you need to do following every some hour during the 24 hours
of the day, but are you free all the day to do that?!

LIKE
it is almost the same with follow, Instazood bot likes other people posts and when they see you liked their
photos, for sure they will come to your page to know who are you, and if they were interested in your field of
activity, they would start to follow you. Again you can do it yourself and Instagram has some limitations for
doing that. But with Instazood bot there is no limitation and it will do thousands of likes instead of you.

COMMENT
Instazood bot even writes comments instead of you in other peoples’ posts. you can manage the content of
comments easily. the person that you wrote a comment for him/her will come to check you out and probably
will follow you.
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How to add
Instagram account
After registration you need to add your instagram account
to Instazood bot, but before that please read this tips
carefully:
1. Be sure that the E-mail you have used for registration is
real and you have access to it.
2. Publish your profile picture and at least 5 more posts by
your mobile phone.
3. Your account MUSTN’T be private.
4.Do not have sexual or violation pictures, because you will
be blocked by Instagram.
5. Enter your Instagram account easily.
For add your instagram account to Instazood bot, first enter
your user name and password and then click on the ‘add
account’ bottom. After that you must enter your instagram
with you mobile phone, in there a message will ask you a
question and you must click on the ‘it was me’ bottom. Now
one more time push the bottom ‘ add account’ and it is finish.
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Get follower
For start using Instazood you need to go to’ get follower’ part. Then you must click on ‘ new
target’ bottom to new targets. These targets could be pages or hashtags. We will talk about
good targets at the end of this PDF.
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Add promo pages
In the opened window, you can choose some pages as a target for geting follower.
Try to choose the pages that have so many followers and the same field of activity like you.
For example, if you add your coffee shop account to Instazood, target famous coffee shop pages with a lot of
followers or pages that are related to coffee, cake etc.
It is free to add as many as pages that you want, but our recommendation is between 3 to 10 target pages.
*Recommendation : Do Not choose ‘Only active users’ for increase the efficiency.
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Add target hashtags
You can also target hashtags. For that in the ‘add new target’ window click on the hashtag tab and then choose
one of the ‘owner’ or ‘interested’ tabs. Write the hashtag that you want and click on ‘add target’ bottom.
Owner means the persons who have used this hashtag.
lovers means the persons who have liked this hashtag’s posts
*Recommendation: choose hashtags which are related to your field of activity.
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Manage targets
In Instazood bot, you can manage each target individually and see its percent of success. You can check the
number of followings, likes or comments of every target. Also you can turn off each of these activities for
every target.
*Recommendation: delete targets which have less than %15 of success after 24 hours and like this Instazood
can focus on better targets and increase your followers better.

count of likes

deactive auto likes

count of comments

deactive auto comments

count of follows

deactive auto follows

The success rate of this target
stop this promo
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delete

HOW TO
CHOOSE
TARGETS
We offer you four ways to
choose your targets:

instazood telegram channel:
you can join the channel and be aware of latest recommended targets.

Top posts of every hashtags:
you can search a related hashtag and see top posts that instagram bring
it to you (first 9 posts which instagram separate from the others), these
top posts belong to the pages which have so many active followers.
These pages are your target pages and this is the best way to find target
page.

Search in instagram :
you can search a word that is related to your field of activity and
instagram will show you some pages that are more active and have more
visitors about that particular word.

Celebrities’ pages :
you can use celebrities’ pages as a target page especially the one which
are related to your field of activity
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How to understand if a page has real
followers
You can understand if an account has real followers or it has just fake followers by check the number of
likes under each post of it. For example an account with 10k follower must have at least 500 likes under
its recent posts. More likes and comments mean active followers which is what you are looking for!

instazood support is ready to answer
your questions
online chat: en.instazood.com
email: support@instazood.com
telegram support: telegram.me/izood
telegram channel: telegram.me/instazood
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